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BBCCI Spearheads The Raising of Over £100,000
for The NHS as The British Bangladeshi
Community Gets Behind our Key Workers

BBCCI contribution to NHS Charities
The historic ‘Cheque Presentation Ceremony to NHS Charities Together (NHSCT) by the
President Bashir Ahmed of British Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce & Industries BBCCI
and the representatives from the NHS, NHSCT organised by Channel S took place outside the
Royal London Hospital at Whitechapel, East London on Thursday the 24th September 2020.
The total money raised was one hundred fifteen thousand nine hundred seventy one pounds
and one pence. This was possible because of the BBCCI working in close collaboration with
other community organisations including community TV Channel S.
BBCCI recognised their corporate social responsibility by raising funds for NHS for their
services to the community during the unprecedented period of Corvid 19.
Hon. Patron
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President BBCCI

BBCCI believes in working together with other community
organisations to raise awareness, funds and working with
community TV channel S for this good voluntary cause.
BBCCI’s President believes, this contribution will encourage
British Bangladeshi business communities to involve more
with CSR activities and integrate with mainstream charity
organisations.
Notable directors of BBCCI who took part in the initiative to
raise funds are the current Present President Bashir Ahmed,
former President Shahagir Bakth Faruk, S R Renu, Dewan
Mehdi Choudhury, A K Azad, A H M Nurujjaman. Cheque
was handed to the NHS Representative by Bashir Ahmed,
Mohib Choudhury, Ahmed Us Samad Choudhury JP,
Dewan Mehdi Choudhury, Salik Md Munim and Mr. Dabirul
Islam Choudhury OBE.
Web: www.bbcc.org.uk
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Zoom Meeting During The Pandemic
BBCCI remains fully active on-line during Covid-19.
Mr. Bashir Ahmed , President of the BBCCI kept the chamber busy and fully active during the critical period of the pandemic
through networking activities on social media , Zoom virtual conference, online connections and continued to motivate members
by passing information and updates about the national, regional and local lockdowns along with government advice’s, guidelines
and impact on British and Bangladeshi economies due to deadly Covid -19. Besides BBCCI had regular weekly streaming
,Facebook live events organised by Mr. Shamsul Arefin, secretary London region of BBCCI and zoom meetings hosted by
director Mr. Dewan Mehdi. The idea of the President Bashir Ahmed in this was to keep connected and boost the morale of the
members during the pandemic and not to allow anyone to lose their spirit and mental stability in this difficult environment.
Among many such meetings, the most notable was the one on 26th of April 2020 when BBCCI organised zoom meeting with
Panel expert Ms. Anne- Marie Martin, director of global business Networks , British Chamber of Commerce, Prof. Shahagir
Bakth Faruk, Advisor of BBCCI, Prof. Sanawar Chowdhury and attended by many directors and business organisations. Topic
was “how to apply for the business interruption loan for small business: how to fight and where we might be heading to? It
was indeed a very informative, interesting, interactive, useful, and knowledgeable discussion for the business community.
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On 3rd May 2020 BBCCI hosted another international zoom virtual conference meeting on the subject “British economy and
its consequential impact’. The discussants were Her Excellency Saida Muna Tasneem, High commissioner of the People’s
Republic of Bangladesh, Mr. Richard Burge, CEO of London Chamber of Commerce, President Bashir Ahmed of BBCCI,
President Sylhet chamber of Commerce and many other Heads of organisations and institutions.
The listeners benefited from the advice and information which was shared by the experts and dissimilated to the benefit
of the members of BBCCI. There are other meetings on other topics in the pipeline relevant to the benefit of the business
community and its impact on the society as a whole. British Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce and Industry will keep up
its efforts to serve the community with essential support, advice, information and guidance not only in this unprecedented
situation due to Coronavirus Crisis but beyond.

Web: www.bbcc.org.uk
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The Runnymede Trust Engages BBCCI President in His
Capacity as an Award Winning Restauranteur to Advice
on The changing face of Brick Lane.
The report, Beyond Banglatown - Continuity, change and new urban economies in Brick Lane, published and has found
a steep decline in Brick Lane’s South Asian-owned restaurants and cafes focused on curry, with a decrease of by 62%
in just 15 years - in the mid-2000s there were 60 outlets compared to just 23 in early-2020. Brick Lane (also known as
‘Banglatown’ because of its status as the heartland of the Bangladeshi community in Britain), has been transformed
by gentrification and regeneration, with hipster cafés, vintage clothes shops, delicatessens and boutique chocolatiers
booming, while the number of Bangladeshi-run curry eateries has plummeted.
The two-year research project (Beyond Banglatown) focusing on Brick Lane’s restaurant and retail sectors, highlights a
range of challenges contributing to the decline of Banglatown’s curry houses, including
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Restaurants have been excluded by gentrification and regeneration, and increasingly replaced
Rising costs, such as rents and business rates
A shortage of trained chefs because of visa constraints on recruiting chefs from South Asia
Lack of ongoing support and training from business and regeneration agencies
Significant decline in the area’s night-time economy as the local authority restricts licensing hours
The reluctance of the new generation of British Bangladeshis to work in the hospitality sector
Increasing competition in the Shoreditch area

Bashir Ahmed, award-winning restaurateur and President of the British Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce & Industry
(BBCCI), says:
“Of all the sectors in the British economy, the hospitality industry has likely suffered the most. But what’s so sad for British
Bangladeshis of my generation, especially those of us who made our livelihoods through restaurants, is that Brick Lane has
been so badly affected by the downturn. To tell the truth, I can’t see Brick Lane surviving much longer as the curry capital
of the UK – it’s dying. That said, I’m confident that Brick Lane will regain its vibrancy, but it will only do so if it provides
food experiences for the new generation. And for that to happen ethnic minority businesses will need help and support.”

Advisory Board Members of Beyond Banglatown Research Team
Bashir Ahmed
Dr Rob Berkeley
Aditya Chakrabortty
Joya Chatterji
Richard Derecki
Unmesh Desai
Dr Kate Gavron
Dr Omar Khan
Chris Orme		
Dr Ben Rogers

British Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce & Industry
Founder and Managing Editor at BlkOutUK.com
The Guardian
Professor of South Asian History, University of Cambridge
Community Assessor, Metropolitan Police
London Assembly Member
Young Foundation
Director of the Runnymede Trust
Professor of Econometrics, University of Manchester
Founder and Director of Centre for London

Web: www.bbcc.org.uk
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BBCCI Soon to Launch Dedicated
North-East, North-West, Midlands &
Bangladesh Region

British Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce and Industry BBCCI is strong because its regions are strong. BBCCI believes
to make all its regions more stronger than before. It started its journey with opening up regions in Europe such as in
Holland, France, Italy and Greece. Now the Bangladesh region is taking its final shape. In U.K. more regions will soon be
opened up. Midland , North East, North West are expected to be set up and running very soon. We are in a good position
to fill up vacancies with new members and regional directors to take over the regions and strengthen their ties with the
local business community and community organisations.
Although there are restrictions in place due to pandemic but Mr Bashir Ahmed, the Present President of BBCCI is
committed to link up with new regions throughout the Nation on line. He believes that only London region alone should
not dominate the organisation. All the regions are equally important and needs to be equally strong to achieve the ultimate
goals of the BBCCI.
Bashir BBCCI: President Bashir Ahmed also believes that regions will have the opportunity to listen to the local chamber
community, exchange ideas, share their views, do their Networking events together and adopt the good practices.
Zoom meeting on 11 October 2020 with North - West Region.

REQUIRES COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Because we know how important it is for you to succeed we have a offer for you that will support your business

Brand Direction
What brand will appeal to the
broadest audience?
We provide a suite of branding
materials to suit your
requirements.

Digital Marketing
From a basic social media strategy
to a comprehensive account
based marketing campaign we
can deliver a digital solutions
whatever your budget.

Public Relations
From the content on your
website to a press release or
interview organisation, our
dedicated team can support
your PR needs.

Build your Business Online
Supporting large corporates and SME's. Our success is your success.

Email - sophia@passtheconch.co.uk for further information

REQUIRES COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Web: www.bbcc.org.uk

Because we know how important it is for you to succeed we have a offer for you that will support your business
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Brick Lane, Whitechapel and
New Urban Economies
Brick Lane is no ordinary place. Socially, culturally and economically, it is the most historically significant street in the UK for
British Bangladeshis. Little wonder that Brick Lane is often described by those with Sylheti heritage as their ‘heartland.’ In
September 2018, a group of researchers from the University of Manchester and the London School of Economics (LSE), led
by sociologist Professor Claire Alexander, set out to find out more about this iconic street. We began by mapping changes
in business ownership that had occurred over the last decade, especially the decline in the number of Bangladeshi-owned
restaurants and cafes from over 60 to 23. We found that many of the premises in the UK’s former ‘curry capital’ had been
transformed from ‘Indian’ and Bangladeshi restaurants to other types of outlets – for example, a vegan café, a French bistro,
and an artisan chocolatier. We also discovered that many of the owners of these new-wave businesses (using imaginative
price points) had been very successful in targeting relatively affluent, youthful consumers living in, working in, or visiting East
London.
At the end of our formal period of fieldwork in March 2020, as the Covid-19 pandemic exerted its full force on London, the
Bangladeshi presence in Brick Lane was still highly visible but also under threat. While the cafés serving authentic Sylhetistyle food, mainly to local Bangladeshis, were still doing reasonably well because of takeaways, the restaurants were not.
Even when restaurants were allowed to reopen for dine-in customers on 4 July, City workers, foreign visitors and university
students were in short supply. This pattern looks set to continue. Which raises some interesting issues: how long can Brick
Lane’s Bangladeshi-owned restaurants and related businesses, such as local cash and carries, print shops and laundry
services, survive the downturn? How might any further decline (or even erasure) of Bengali Brick Lane adversely affect the
overall visitor economy of the capital? Will the opening of Crossrail in Whitechapel in 2021 offer a lifeline to Bengali-owned
businesses in Brick Lane, or will it be the ever-growing number of chain stores in Whitechapel that prosper?
To answer these questions, our team, part of the University of Manchester’s Centre on Dynamics of Ethnicity (CoDE), has
recently received funding from the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC). We aim not only to investigate what is
happening in Brick Lane but also to widen our search to include Whitechapel to more fully understand not only the similarities
but also the differences between these predominantly consumer-oriented business districts.
We would also like to put on record that the team has been extremely fortunate to receive much help from Bashir Ahmed,
President of the British Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce and Industry (BBCCI). A former award-winning restaurateur
based in Aldgate High Street, and a member of the Advisory Panel for the Beyond Banglatown project, Bashir knows very
well the challenges faced by British Bangladeshi small businesses in the East End as well as other parts of the UK. We are
very grateful for his continuing support.
Dr Sean Carey is senior research fellow in the School of Social Sciences, University of Manchester

Dr Sean Carey

Web: www.bbcc.org.uk
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Performances of Proud & Powerful
Presidents of Past & Present
By Shahagir Bakth Faruk

Late M A Rahim
1991-1996

Muquim Ahmed BA

2005- 2007
2013-2014

Wali Tasser
Uddin MBE
2007-2008

Shahagir Bakth
Faruk MSc
2009-2010

Iqbal Ahmed
OBE
2010-2011

Muklisur Rahman
Chowdhury MA
2015-2016

Enam Ali
MBE
2017-2018

Bashir Ahmed
BCom
2019-2021

An organisation is only good when its Presidents are good. They are the chiefs of the organisation with vested power. British
Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce and Industry BBCCI was served by at least eight Presidents since its inception in
1991. Different Presidents had different ideas, different thoughts, different styles to steer the organisation forward and while
doing so they had the cooperation, coordination and collaboration from other colleagues in general, executive committee in
particular. These Presidents, in my view will be remembered for the works they undertook and delivered as they promised.
The Presidents who served the chamber are M A Rahim BA, Wali Tasar Uddin MBE, Muquim Ahmed BA, lqbal Ahmed OBE,
Shahagir Bakth Faruk MSc , M R Chowdhury MA, Enam Ali MBE, Bashir Ahmed BCom.
Late M A Rahim will be remembered as a Founder President who was in the helm of other community organisations, a
renowned businessman who organised a successful Gala dinner at IOD, Institute of Directors at Westminster, London. Dr
Wali Tasar Uddin led two trade missions to Bangladesh, opened four chapters of the chamber in Holland, France, Italy and
Greece and was always punctual to attend board meetings traveling all the way from Scotland to England. He secured two
projects for the chamber. Mr. Muquim Ahmed, a very successful businessman in the community will be remembered for a
very successful Expo at famous Barbican centre, London in 2005. It was attended, participated and benefited by famous
companies from Bangladesh. He also led a trade mission to Bangladesh.
Iqbal Ahmed published a glossy chambers directory first time and organised a Gala Dinner event at a five star London Hotel.
He also donated furniture to the BBCCI office. Shahagir Bakth Faruk successfully delivered LBBN Project, showcased British
Products to Bangladesh, led one trade mission to Bangladesh and another one to United Nations in New York. He will be
remembered for arranging numerous Networking Events, speaking in numerous occasions in conferences, seminars and
workshops on behalf of the chamber. M R Chowdhury Will be remembered for bringing changes to constitution and the
name change of Bangladesh British chamber of Commerce to British Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce and Industry in
the Company House, London. Mr Enam Ali organised an international three days conference in Sylhet with Non Resident
Bangladeshis from across the world. First time NRB Day was declared by Mr. M A Momen for 30th December on that
conference. He traveled to France with BBCCI Directors and persuaded participants from Europe to join the conference in
Sylhet. Mr Enam Ali shared the same platform with Rt. Hon David Cameron on the chamber’s banner in Dhaka and raised
the image of the chamber in the eye of global journalism. He will be remembered for promoting both the chamber and
Bangladesh in the mainstream Sky TV and at CNN interviews.
The Present President Bashir Ahmed has taken the chamber to a new height and is successfully engaging the chamber
with other renowned chambers such as London chamber of commerce, British Chamber of Commerce, Turkey Chamber
of Commerce, Arab chamber of commerce etc. He got the chamber well connected with historic Guildhall and organised
very successful virtual conferences throughout the pandemic. Mr Bashir portrayed the image of Bangladesh through an
international British magazine “Leading Edge” which was published in partnership with the chamber because of the strong
lobbying from Bashir Ahmed. Nation’s profile was promoted worldwide because of the articles written by the renowned
British writers covering the entire magazine. Later he included the Bangladesh High Commission in London as a partner to
work as a team to promote the interest of the both nations. He will be remembered as a good organiser for events, a strong
advocate for British Bangladeshi SME’s, a strong voice for diverse business objectives, and a great motivator who makes
important impacts in the society. He also will be remembered for registering Bangladesh chapter of BBCCI in Dhaka.
Web: www.bbcc.org.uk
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NEWS
BBCCI mourn for the deceased colleague’s
Tribute to all Colleagues

ATM WAHID SAAD GAZI , was former vice president and director of BBCCI
The board of directors of BBCCI paid tribute to there colleague Mr. ATM Saad Gazi who
breathed last on 06 September 2020. He was a very respected gentleman, a senior director
of British Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce, an advisor to Asian Curry Award, Founder of
Ghazi Foundation,former Secretary of BCA, a Caterer, Director of Impact Ltd, an investor,
a philanthropist and a renowned community leader. To the board of directors of BBCCI,
he was a guardian and a dedicated senior most director. Only few weeks ago he joined
the board meeting on Zoom. He spoke to me only few days back, suddenly his medical
condition started to deteriorate and he passed away. Please make Dua for him.
FAKRUL ISLAM CHOUDHURY, Corporate Member of BBCCI
Fakrul Islam Choudhury passed away on 28th of September 2020. He was a renowned
businessman in Textile and Ready Made Garment whom we known since 1977 when he
had a garment factory in London Commercial St, employing over hundred people from
different nationalities. He expanded his business in Dubai, Morocco, Bangladesh and other
countries. He had a dream of settling for a special economic Zone but ended up in opening
a massive Agro Tech Park in Ratargul, Sylhet which was officially opened by HE Foreign
Minister of Bangladesh and BBCCI honorary patron Mr. AK Abdul Momen only a week
before He lives behind his family in East End of London.
KHUDEJA BANU, MOTHER OF BBCCI DIRECTOR GENERAL SAIDUR RAHMAN RANU
Beloved mother of BBCCI director general Saidur Rahman Ranu’s mother passed away
on September 2020 at united hospital in Dhaka. Deceased left her only son Ranu and two
daughter’s with many grandchildren’s.
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